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Editorial 
The introduction of noncommutative formal power series as a basic tool in language 
theory is due to Marcel Paul Schiitzenberger. Indeed, a language can be considered as 
a formal power series, where the coefficient of a word will be “true” or “false” 
according as it does or does not belong to the corresponding language. In other terms, 
the study of formal languages is equivalent to the study of formal power series with 
multiplicities in the boolean semiring. Hence, it is now natural to embed formal 
language theory in the general theory of formal power series with multiplicities in an 
arbitrary semiring. 
\ In this extended framework, the by now classical theory of rational series has grown 
around the fundamental theorem of Kleene-Schtitzenberger, which shows the equi- 
valence between rationality and recognizability. Rational series have several applica- 
tions in language theory: for example, rational transducers are classically modelized 
by rational series with coefficients in a semiring, which is itself a semiring of formal 
power series. Moreover, the use of formal power series cannot be reduced to the 
rational ones. For instance, a famous result of Chomsky and Schutzenberger shows 
that the notion of algebraicity in the sense of language theory is essentially equivalent 
to the corresponding classical algebraic concept. 
However, formal power series are now considerably used beyond the limits of 
language theory. It is the case in algebraic and enumerative combinatorics, where one 
encodes several families of combinatorial objects (trees, graphs, polyominos, . . .) with 
formal power series. In the same direction, generating series techniques is also a basic 
tool for obtaining enumeration results or studying the temporal complexity of 
algorithms. 
Formal power series also play an important role in several areas of noncommutative 
algebra. For example, they give a natural framework for several combinatorial 
computations in free Lie algebras (Magnus transformations, Campbell-Baker- 
Hausdorff formula, computations of bases, . . . ). We must also not forget that they 
allow to control more easily several noncommutative rational objects by developing 
them as formal series (formal differential operators, Malcev series, . ..). 
Finally they are also used in system theory where they allow to integrate dynamical 
systems (Fliess’ theory). 
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2 Editorial 
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science was motivated by the second 
workshop on “Algebraic and computer-theoretic aspects of formal power series” that 
we organized in Paris in April 1990. This workshop followed the first one which took 
place in Lille in December 1988 and which was organized by Gerard Jacob and 
Christophe Reutenauer. We selected one talk in each area of the workshop and 
completed these papers with invited ones. We hope that our workshop and the 
present papers will have shown that formal power series are still an interesting re- 
search area from the viewpoint of their intrinsic study and of their applications, which 
are still far away from being exhausted. 
Finally, we want to thank very sincerely Jean Berstel, chairman of the research 
group “Codes and formal series” of the “P.R.C. Mathematiques et Informatique”, 
whose warm and untiring support allowed us to organize our workshop in Paris. All 
our gratitude goes also to Maurice Nivat, without whom this special issue would not 
have been possible. 
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